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Abstract: One of essential procedure nowadays to analyze a dynamic process in Science and
Engineering is Computational modeling. Most of dynamic processes are distributed parameter
systems, i.e., systems with state variables depend on the number of independent variables (such as
space and time) which are expressed by a set of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). Lateral
method of lines is a method which used for solving PDEs numerically by solving a set of boundary
value problems sequentially. The aim is to report the development of PDE toolbox based on
SCILAB. This paper provides users with a method that is very easy to understand in the
applications related to dynamic process. The method uses a SCILAB template to develop numerical
simulations in the new field. In this paper, a model of tropical fruit heat treatment for decimating
insect is presented. The illustration will be given to show how the lateral method of line template
works to solve the problem.
Keywords: Hot Water Bath Immersion; Simulation model; Lateral method of lines; SCILAB.

1. Background
In the tropical country like Indonesia, most of fruit farmers have to face the post-harvest
problem, i.e. the attack of insect larvae pests, such as worms or fleas. The use of chemical material to
overcome this problem will bring bad impact for people health. In the other hand, the use of biology
agents which are the potential antagonist for insect larvae pests needs very high cost and also
difficult in its application. One of the easier and cheaper alternative solutions is dipping the fruits
into the high temperature water so that the insect larvae pests will be died But in practice, the longer
the fruits are dipped into the hotwater, the more physical damage to the fruit that will reduce its
quality. Farmers can obtain the effective immersion time for this process by trying several times of
immersion and guessing how long these fruits have to have been lifted so that larvae pests can be
eradicated without causing fruits damage. However, it would be saving cost and time, if there is a
quick way to determine the effective immersion time without having to perform physical
experiments, with the nature of the physical and thermal properties of fruit are known. Simulation
using mathematical modeling is widely known as a tool which describe the behavior of a system in
nature or society without testing it directly in the real world so thatit will be the solution to the
problem. This paper formulates a mathematical model by solving heat equation to predict the
effective immersion time in process of insect larvae pests eradication by dipping the fruits into high
temperature water.
Parabolic Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), is one of differential equations which play an
important role in modeling various problems arising from the diverse phenomena in the world.
Some of the simple heat equation can be solved easily and have the exact solutions. However,there
are also many problems modeled in the heat equation which are difficult to be solved due to its exact
solution is difficult to be found or even do not have the exact solution. If the solution exist but it
cannot be found by exact method, it can be solved using numerical method as an alternative. So, it
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requires routine (program) which is able to solve PDEs numerically. However, the number of
software that provides a numerical routine for this purpose is as yet very slightly.
On the other hand, the routines which are able to solve Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs)
have grown a lot and already been a package in almost numerical software available today. This
paper presents a tutorial of techniques for solving heat equation numerically by solving the
boundary condition problem for ODEs and its application in hot water bath treatment of tropical
fruit using lateral method of lines. The routine used is available in the SCILAB named bvode. The
tutorial about how to use and information about bvode can be seen in [1]. There is one method to
solve the evolution equation numerically, known as method of lines ([2,3]). This method is done by
doing space discretization using finite difference [3] or collocation ([2,4]), in order to obtain an initial
value problem for an ODE system. In commercial PSE MATLAB, there is pdepe routine to solve
spatial 1-dimensional parabolic equation. This routine based on [4] that use collocation method for
space discretization. Another approach to solve evolution PDEs is using time discretization strategy
first, and then the boundary value problem for ODEs can be obtained for each time step. It means the
boundary value problem for ODEs must be solved sequentially. This technique is often known as the
lateral method of lines, and also known as Rothe method. In [5], there is review about the lateral
method of lines. This paper is written as one of tutorial of the numerical software used to solve PDEs
in general. Another purpose of this paper is to support the Indonesian Goes Open Source (IGOS) in
the field of Scientific Computing, considering the SCILAB is free software. Furthermore, this paper
can be the first step in the procurement of alternative software that can be used, in addition to
commercial software MATLAB that is quite popular with its pdepe routine. In this paper, the heat
equation will be reviewed first. Then, time discretization will be briefly shown, so the boundary
condition problem form for ODEs can be obtained for each discrete time step. Thus, this form can be
converted so that it can be solved by using bvode in SCILAB. After the form has been converted,
then the implementation for hot water bath treatment of tropical fruit using lateral method of lines
will be shown using SCILAB.

2. Methods
In this paper, a model of tropical fruit heat treatment for decimating insect is presented. This
illustration gives the knowledge about hot water bath treatment for fruit to kill insect larvae pests
using lateral method of line and how to solve it using SCILAB.
Heat conduction process on a known medium physically affected by heat diffusivity coefficient
that is a value which states the ability of medium to conduct heat. The medium can be assumed as a
rod, thus the differential equation model of heat conduction problem can be easily obtained. With
this assumption, there are only two independent variables, t and x, where t is time and xis length (in
space) between each node on a rod. If
is a function that states the medium temperature at
time t and at position x, then the heat conduction can be expressed in the form:

Heating condition at the beginning of the observation, at t = 0, can be expressed in the form of
initial value problem below:
The fruit that will be dipped can be assumed as a sphere with a radius R and a constant
diffusivity coefficient α. The equation (1) will be reformed into:

where r is the spherical coordinate variable for dipped fruit.
To declare that there is no change in the rate of temperature in the center of sphere, at r = 0, and
that the fruit’s temperatures while dipping is T, consider the following two boundary conditions:
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Although the PDEs (3) has the analytic solutions, but the form itself cannot be reformed into
basic elementary function. In this case, the numerical solutions are needed. Because of equation (3) is
PDE so the discretization process is needed to obtain ODE that can be solved using numerical
method. In this paper, the Rothe method is used, or commonly known as lateral method of line [6]
that is discretization to time t that done first so that for every time step the boundary value problems
for ODEs can be obtained as follows:

By considering equations (6), (7) and (8), the solutions of ODEs can be solved numerically. In
free software SCILAB, there is a routine to solve the boundary value problems so that Rothe method
can be easily implemented.
3. Results
This section will discuss about a case study on hot water bath treatment of tropical fruit that has
been solved using SCILAB. The simulation is applied to a case of Indonesian local apple variety,
known as Apel Malang, which is developed using two treatments, each treatment using different
immersion temperatures.
3.1. Test data for Indonesian local Apple and fruit flies tolerances of heat
•

Apel Malang (Malus Sylvestris Mill)
Indonesian localapple variety called Apel Malang is used in this experiment that assumed as a
perfect sphere. It can be assumed the initial temperature for Apel Malang is 29°C. The experiment
done using two treatments, the first medium (hot water) temperature is 47°C and the second one is
60°C, note that this dipping medium temperature is homogenous and kept at stable over time. With
water content of fruit 83% then obtained the value of heat conductivity and heat diffusivity, 0.005979
Watt/cm°C and 2.0990 x 10-3 cm2/second, respectively. [7]
•

Fruit Flies (RhagoletisPomonella)
According to Fields [8], lethal temperature for insects is in the specific range that can be seen in
the following table.
Table 1. The lethal temperature of stored-product insect pests[8]
Range of lethal

Effects

temperature (°C)
> 62

Died less than a minute

50 – 62

Died less than an hour

45 – 50

Died less than a day

35 – 45

Populations die out, mobile insects
seek cooler environment.
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This paper assumes fruit flies larvae live in areas which are not deeper than 0.5 cm from the
fruit skin. Based on data from Table 1, the immersion of fruit can be simulated using numerical
method. By using SCILAB, the numerical solution of heat equations problem above can be used to
predict the effective immersion time.
The following are results of simulation using two treatments, each treatment using a different
immersion temperature.
3.2. Simulation results
First case. By taking the hot water bath temperature at 47°C, the heat distribution curve can be
seen as follows:

Figure 1. Simulation using hot water bath temperature 47°C

Simulation is done successfully by taking step for every 5 minutes, for 80 minutes. Consider the
initial temperature of Apel Malang is equal to room temperature (29°C).
Second case. By taking the hot water bath temperature at 60°C, the heat distribution curve can
be seen as follows:
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Figure 2Simulation using hot water bath temperature 60°C

Similar to the first case, this simulation is also done successfully by taking step for every 5
minutes, for 80 minutes, and the initial temperature of Apel Malang is also equal to the room
temperature (29°C).
4. Discussion
For the first case, at the end of simulation known that the temperature at a depth of 0.5 cm from
the fruit skin reaches about 41.5°C. According to Table 1, it means that the immersion process for this
case fails to kill fruit flies larvae which live in that depth. The longer the immersion time, the fruit
can be physically damaged. It means that the only possible treatment is by increase the medium
temperature of hot water. For the second case, at the end of simulation known that the temperature
at a depth of 0.5 cm from the fruit skin reaches about 51°C. Based on Table 1, this immersion process
success to kill fruit flies larvae which live in that depth due to heat penetration happened during the
immersion. By considering these two case studies, we conclude that the fruit immersion process into
a medium (water) with high temperature can be carried out to kill insects that live in the fruit pulp.
However, the heat penetration that occurs due to this process can cause physical damage to the fruit
which will ultimately reduce the quality of the fruit. As a result, the temperature and immersion
time should be taken such that the insects live in the fruit pulp can be killed without damage the
fruit. In summary, simulation using heat equations model can be used to obtain combination
between medium temperature and immersion time so that the immersion process gives an optimal
result.

5. Conclusions
This paper shows that how mathematical modeling and simulations can be incorporated in the
post-harvest problem. An appropriate mathematical model for the problem (i.e. PDEs) can capture
the heating phenomenonof hot water bath treatment for fruit to kill insect larvae pests. In this work,
it has been demonstrated an implementation of solving PDEs numerically with one spatial
dimension in SCILAB using a sequence of boundary value problem ODEs solver to solve the
post-harvest problem for fruit farmers.
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The simulation results based on 2 case studies show that the fruit immersion process in the
medium (water) with high temperature can be carried out to kill insects that live in the fruit pulp.
The goals of saving cost and time to do the immersion process has been achieved through the
implementation of solving PDEs numerically.
Future work opportunities would be the development of lateral method of line implementation
in other phenomena and systems in our nature or society within SCILAB numerical libraries. This
development is directed towards a tool that on par to that pdepe library in Matlab, following on the
rule of Schryer[9].
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Appendix A
SCILAB script of hot water immersion for insect disinfestations.

clear;clc;
xset(’window’,0);xbasc();
//==============================
//
// Parameter set by user :
//
// Heat diffusivity : C (cm^2/second):
C = 0.00217333;
// Fruit radii: R (cm)
R = 3.5;
// Convective coefficient : h (Watt/cm^2 Celsius)
h = 0.0433;
//
// Heat conductivity : k (Watt/cm Celsius):
k = 0.005979;
// Immersive medium temperature : temp_medium (Celsius):
temp_medium = 47;
// Initial temperature of fruit before immersed: (Celsius):
// (assumed homogeneous temperature)
Fruit_temp = 29;
// Length of time the fruit immersed (second):
t_dip = 4800;
// Simulation time-step (second):
delta_t = 300;
//
//
//==============================
//==============================
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//==============================
kMax = t_dip/delta_t;
//
xQmax = R;
xQ = 0.03:0.01:xQmax;
yQ = Fruit_temp*ones(xQ);
EvaluationInterval = 0:0.001:xQmax;
//
plot(xQ,yQ,’k.’);
xstring(R/2,Fruit_temp,"Tempinitialfruits = "+ ...
mtlb_num2str(Fruit_temp)+" Celsius");
xstring(R+0.01,temp_medium,["Temp medium", ...
mtlb_num2str(temp_medium)+" Celsius"]);
u3=zeros(kMax+1,size(xQ,2));
u3(1,:)=yQ(1,:);
deff(’df = dfsub(x,z)’,’df = [1/(C*tau),0]’);
//
deff(’g = gsub(i,z)’,’g = [z(2),z(1)-temp_medium]; g = g(i)’);
deff(’dg = dgsub(i,z)’,[’dg = [0,1;1,0]’; ’dg = dg(i,:)’]);
deff(’[z,mpar] = guess(x)’,’z = 0; mpar = 0’);
// unused here
fixpnt=0;m =2;
ncomp = 1;
aleft = 0.03; aright = xQmax;
zeta = [aleft,aright];
ipar = zeros(1,11);
ipar(2) = 3; ipar(3) = 1;
ipar(4) = 1; ipar(5) = 500000; ipar(6) = 250000;
//ipar(7) = 1;
ltol = 1;
tol = 1.e4;
res = aleft:0.01:aright;
tau=delta_t;
//
//
for k = 1:kMax//
dQ = splin(xQ,yQ);
sQ = interp(EvaluationInterval,xQ,yQ,dQ);
//
//
tau = 1/(length(xQ)-1);
//
deff(’f = fsub(x,z)’,’f = ...
(1/(C*tau))*z(1) -(1/(C*tau))*sQ((x*100)+1)’);
deff(’f = fsub(x,z)’,’f = ...
(1/(C*tau))*z(1) -(1/(C*tau))*sQ((x*100)+1)’);
z = bvode(res,ncomp,m,aleft,aright,zeta,ipar,...
ltol,tol,fixpnt,fsub,dfsub,gsub,dgsub,guess);
plot2d(res,z(1,:));
yQ = z(1,:);
u3(k+1,:)=yQ(1,:);
end
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xtitle("Heat Conductive ...
ApelManalagi ...
("+mtlb_num2str(t_dip)+" second)", ...
"Radius fruits (cm)","TempFruits Pulp (Celsius)");
//xtitle(mtlb_num2str(t_dip)+" second");
//xset(’window’,1);xbasc();plot3d([0:kMax],xQ,u3);xselect();
//xtitle("Heat Conductive ApelManalagi","t","r","T");
//fplot3d([0:1:20],[-10:1:10], green,45,45,"X1@X2@X3");
printf("\ndone\n")
//
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